Recipient:

United Nations World Organization Against Torture, Becky Park, Donna EberwineVillagran, Phyllis Thomas on behalf of, Juan Mendez, Attorney, Susan Herman,
President, Robert Moossy, Acting Chief (United States DOJ Civil Rights Division),
Tennessee Governor, President of the United States, Tennessee State House,
Tennessee State Senate, U.S. Senate, and U.S. House of Representatives

Letter:

Greetings,
The President of the United States
The U.S. Senate
The U.S. House of Representatives
Please solicit Congress to immediately investigate and pass legislation to stop the
fraudulent misdiagnosis and detention of involuntary human research subjects as
mentally ill without proper validation as set forth by individual State policies and
procedure. Victims may also be used as non-consensual human research subjects
of military training. We join the United Nations World Organisation on Torture
Twenty-second Session of the General Assembly in asking for an investigation into
the torturous practice of forced psychiatric treatment.
These false and forced institutionalizations based on fraudulent diagnoses are
being used to isolate, silence and ruin the credibility of (as former Congressman
Kucinich stated, “high-valued targets”), victims. The misdiagnoses, then create
doubt of the victim’s statements of abuses by these many technologies. Such
false and invalid diagnoses are also used to ‘cloak’ non-consensual human
experimentation testing and evaluation of various technologies, and other crimes
against humanity.
Former Ohio Senator John Glenn introduced the Human Research Protection Act
to Congress in January 1997 (S.196). Former Senator Glenn’s speech as reported
in the Congressional Record is shown below. Former President William Clinton
issued Executive Order 12975 October 3, 1995 to regulate research on human
subjects called the Protection of Human Research Subjects and Creation of
National Bioethics Advisory Commission. A memorandum was issued March 27,
1997 by President Clinton strengthening the protection of use of human subjects in
military “Classified” research. Ohio Representative Dennis Kucinich introduced the
Space Preservation Act in October 2001 (HR 1977), asking Congress to ban the
use of military space weapons in the United States which included psychotronic

weapons. (<a href="http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html"
rel="nofollow">http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html</a>)
Patents for military technology have been identified as the cause of many claims of
psychological and emotional harassment. Many people in these States of America
are reporting to be targets of military and government research of remote neural
monitoring and behavior influence technology via the use of Directed Energy
Weapons and electronic harassment. A significant percentage of these people
have been forcefully admitted to mental institutions and psychiatric hospitals as a
result of filing complaints of this harassment. False diagnoses have been used to
label the victim with schizophrenia and/or delusional diagnosis. Depression is
another diagnosis usual to this type of psychological and physical mistreatment of
humans which fits the description of torture. Some of the victims have found that
their mothers were also victimized by some psychological symptoms that can now
be attributed to the use of military technology on them.
We applauded the March 7, 2013 signing of the Violence Against Women Act by
President Obama which strengthens the laws against the abuse of domestic
violence. On May 2, 2013, Vice-President Joe Biden remarked that women do not
want to report abuse because of the fear of being “raped by the system”. This
statement could be used to support and include claims of being labeled
schizophrenic or delusional by the same system that is sworn to “protect, serve
and provide medical attention”. The law strengthens the criminal justice system's
response to crimes against women, including domestic violence, sexual assault
and trafficking, says UPI’s Dennis Brack.
Please urge Congress to implement guidelines for the use of the American Medical
Association, American Psychological Association and other healthcare providers
before stereotypical mental health diagnoses and/or committal can be carried out.

Comments
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Dr. Millicent Black

Columbia, TN

2013-05-08

Too many people, particularly women, are being forced to take psychotrophic
drugs and/or be involuntarily committed to mental health facilities to cover the
illegal use of them or their family members as non-consensual government
experimentees or because they refuse to keep quiet about the abuses of the
criminal element of our government. I would like to see legislation
implemented to stop such abuse of power and failure to protect by law
enforcement, the medical profession and the goverment.

John Smith

Columbus, OH

2013-05-08

This petition is extremely important and represents the victims of our country
and abroad who have become victims of non-consensual human
experimentation or the non-consensual use of citizens for military training
readiness which is unethical. The are laws to protect human beings and it is
time for our government...Congress to stop these torture attacks on innocent
men, women, children all for being a citizen of this great country.

angelica d'archangelis

Seattle, WA

2013-05-08

pretty much hits the nail on the head... cornered into the fake diagnosis and
then all hell breaks loose...

Julio Velazquez

Valrico, FL

2013-05-08

I am falsely diagnosed and am an Electronic Harassment
(Microwave/Electromagnetic radiation signals) victim. I am a drug whistleblower
of corrupt cops in Fajardo, Puerto Rico.

Sonya Gore

Laughlin, NV

2013-05-08

I am part of the TI community and have friends going through this.

Janet Smith

Vancouver, WA

2013-05-08

stop the denial of science and technology being used on innocent civilians as
well being used by criminal civilians and black market to destroy the credibility
of the innocent civilian so they may continue in criminal activity.
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Rene Del Toro

Joppa, MD

2013-05-08

My letter to you respectfully requests that that your office consider the following matters in your widely-publicized efforts to
initiate hearings on Capitol Hill to expose the atrocities of the government’s clandestine services, which, you are probably
unaware, are involved in the systematic “psychotronic torture” and “electronic assault” of thousands of innocent Americans,
including me. Since [YEAR] I have been the victim-target of directed energy weapon attacks, covert surveillance, organized
stalking and orchestrated harassment committed by anonymous [NSA or whatever perps] community operatives. I implore you
and your staff to spend a few minutes browsing the internet where you will find hundreds of credible victim accounts and a
body of scientific evidence that corroborate that there is a widespread, pervasive secret war being waged by a rogue element
of the [NSA,CIA, FBI, military intelligence, or whoever else] against unsuspecting citizens nationwide. Many victims of landbased and satellite-based directed energy weapon attacks are jolted and shocked with electrical current that, in some cases,
produces visible burns to various parts of the body. The technology is so advanced and so precise that many women (SUCH
AS ME) describe sensations of painful penetrations in private areas. These (WE) women refer to this as virtual rape. Most men
(SUCH AS ME) report painful electrical attacks to their genitals. There is also significant evidence that the weapons transmit
extra low frequency signals that connect to human neural frequencies thus creating sounds and “voices in the head.” This
effect mimics the classic clinical symptoms of schizophrenia. In the 1970’s the CIA was ordered by Congress to cease mind
control and electronic experiments but the experiments continued. And, now, 40 years later, the technologies have been
perfected. Before discounting these matters as nonsense, I ask your office to make inquiries and conduct research in a sincere
and determined effort to prove the weapons technologies exist and to prove that the weapons are being covertly deployed
against “everyday” Americans; none of whom are enemies of the State. You will find there are too many technological common
denominators to simply ignore and there are too many credible victims that cannot simply be categorized as delusional. Please
take these matters seriously and include them in your crusade to bring about public hearings on the illegal activities of
America’s intelligence agencies. I Mr. Del Toro: Am a target individual because of my participation as one of the truck drivers of
corrupt Federal Officer Sanchez and his corrupt FBI colleagues and NSA associate. At 10350 NW 112 ave Medley Florida, my
sole purpose for participating in this was for their Drug Smuggling Ring from behind Government doors, Now though the course
of I Smuggling their drugs, I witnessed rape child molestation murders, torture blackmail extortion racketeering and even hatred
against the American people in south Florida. In addition, some of their colleagues are white Americans that have treason
themselves against their own people. In addition, are alouding these Cuban heritage federal offices to commit atrocities against
the white American people? In south Florida. Sanchez brought to my attention For my wellbeing to take there five million dollar
bribery payoff and For the reassurance of Sanchez and his colleagues, For my silence and not pursuing their exposure to date
one of Sanchez relative who works as a US-Marshall at FDC Miami FL, bureau of prisons my family and I have been
threatened by Sanchez and his colleagues to be killed. These NSA an FBI operatives, and their supervisor whom, have
engage in the villainous conduct depicted in my case by trying to characterized me as a incompetent person lacking power to
Act with legal effectiveness and unable to perform specified Act by showing lack of thought. To make me seem to others that
does not know me without adequate ability to think correctly. With the super-computer famously known as the alien technology.
This is why they put me in a thoughtless mind frame with the (RFID Chip) and (Nano Technology) this invasive practices and
technology is design to avoid detection and the blame for the offending parties. All of this is committed with the Tools they use
in there field office. This sophisticated alien technology computer software another name for it is the star wars supercomputer
the room with all these software and computers it’s also called the truth room and its capability (RNM) can send encoded
signals to the brain’s auditory cortex thus allowing audio communication direct to the brain bypassing the ears. NSA & FBI
operatives use this to covertly debilitate a subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations (RNM) is also used to send images
direct to the visual cortex bypassing the eyes and optic Nerves to surreptitiously put images in a surveillance subject’s brain
electric magnetic pulse system ( MDD 1 ) Is about robotic mind control software. In addition, the endless capability of this
sophisticated classified computer Technology that is beyond any Civilians Imaginations, in effort to terrorize and demoralize me
as the target individual. For the purpose of killing or imprisoning (me as the target individual) and engaging in extreme calumny,
slander and disinformation against me the target individual, By surveilling me 24\7 In real time, also by sending me as the
target individual, Specified codes messages using trigger words Numbers and phrases to enhance the terrorist effects by
hideous actions and generally engaging in Uncivil abrasive actions against, me the target individual into physical confrontation
and to lure me into performing some type of Unacceptable conduct, Those who aid and condone the actions of Corrupt federal
officers and their barbaric crimes are also Criminals by default. Who fail in their responsibility to stop the crimes of terrorism,
high treason, child molestation, rape, murder, drug trafficking, drugs smuggling, and treasuring there owe government, by
putting hatred in the Hispanic people of south Florida against the American people, Officer Ricky Sanchez. I am bringing
awareness to society and all branches of the federal government as an ex member of your drug ring operation from behind
NSA an FBI door’s out of Dade County Florida. I am alive because I am being Help by a small group of Officers that believe In
Justices and due process of Law. My participation in the gang of corrupt FBI & NSA officers Purpose was for the transportation
of their drug smuggling ring, which they arranged for me and other civilians Truck Drivers to Pass the Check Points while they
were Monitoring Us and Guiding Us Through the (DOT) checkpoints. With the alien technology, they instructed me to look
directly into the eyes of the (DOT) officers when I looked directly into their eyes the (DOT) officers were not able to look directly
into my eyes and proceeded on giving us the green light to Go On ahead. This ability of the classified alien technology
surveillance computer software is being use to manipulate and confuse any individual. In my case the DOT officer were put in a
thoughtless mind frame. For the safe passage of their drugs to one of their safe house in south Florida, This is the reason they
have made ten’s of million’s of dollars. In addition, offering protection to the local kingpins for the distribution of these corrupt
NSA & FBI own drugs. At the same time providing protection, surveillance, covert intelligence gathering, besides enforcement,
obtaining information from databases, and passing such information directly to the drug traffickers these officers are rewarded
with an undisclosed amount of wealth and the service of prostitutes and for the gain of more power in their own organize crime
family. In addition to control over the drug trafficking Drug Smuggling World of South Florida, and yes these corrupt officers due
rest criminal is the politics they play to stay under the radar from Washington, DC. This new alien technology of hi tech
electronic devices is dealing with the art of science and applying scientific knowledge to practice. This is a real dangerous
technology in the hands of corrupt personal of government. Who are taking advantage and are committing all kinds of crimes?
In addition, forcing the code blue among colleagues and paying off other ones for their silence and protection. I am one of the
few living witness of their barbaric crimes who worked hand and hand with these corrupt officers…..
Cordially, Sincerely,
Mr. Rene DelToro
1006 Trimble Rd
Joppa, MD 21085-4820 443-465-8964
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James Freda

Queens Village, NY

2013-05-08

This issue is important to me because in many ways I am a victim of this
myself, and it is very inhumane to do to innocent people without any
prosecution or any liability of the corporations and government members who
are involved.

Connie Marshall

Louisville, KY

2013-05-08

Because they are also trying to force me to have a psychiatric evaluation,
though when I asked why I need one as I do not have psychiatric problems
they do not give me an answer. For the moment they have ceased,

Mark Phillips

Guntersville, AL

2013-05-08

Freedom of thought was our last true freedom.

ovadose peace

Australia

2013-05-09

i'm a victim of mkultra

Flickk Anhuii

Jieshou, China

2013-05-09

it is a global mind control project.their technology can see what victims
see,hear what vitims hear,they can see our braindream! it is too scared! i come
from china.my goverment has this technology! mind
control&brainreader&thought theft! they harass me every day and night .giving
me mimicing words and noise,sexual mind abuse and harassment,distrub my
live and deprive my sleep! i need help! mind control spirit torture blackhole!!!

Kommy Yazdian, CPA

Miami, FL

2013-05-09

Good resource here: <a href="http://www.PsychRights.org"
rel="nofollow">www.PsychRights.org</a>

Amir Alwani

Ottawa, Canada

2013-05-09

This is important to me because I value truth, justice, and liberty.

Kathleen Watterson

Landers, CA

2013-05-10

I'm being attacked by microwave weapons 24/7 and stalked. They deprive me
of sleep and can hear everything I say.

Patricia MacKey

Sulphur Springs, TX

2013-05-10

Why sign? Because this is Wrong! I don't expect the agenda to cease because
we ask nice in a petition, but why make it easy for the Evil ones?

denise pompl

Bayside, NY

2013-05-11

I'm a victim of this horrendous crime against hummanity everywere

Dorothy Wright

Brunswick, GA

2013-05-11

I have had the experience of hospital and doctor and psychologist using
coersive measures to induce me to admit to hearing voices when I knew I was
not hearing voices from my head.

Gloria Welburn

Morton, PA

2013-05-11

I'm a victim of unwitting, non-consensual US. Human Experimentation!!!

Frantz Denis

Brooklyn, NY

2013-05-11

To prevent the destruction of human life. Too many of us have been subjected
to psychiatric, psychological research, which leaves them with stigms

Cindy Grimes

Cambridge, MA

2013-05-12

They leave environment completely out of people's diagnoses! I am being
bullied to death or out of the area, yet I am just being strung along by my
therapy place, instead of being actually helped, because they don't care, if you
have a diagnosis, even if it's wrong, They'll never know anyway, since one
therapist was told that if she questioned mine, 'there'd be "problems"so it's
never looked at. I believe my abuse is the only mental illness I have.

Carlo Sanders

Eindhoven, Netherlands

2013-05-12

I have a flase diagnose, paranoid schizofrenia. All symptons in the past were
mind control things, but i did not knew mind control exist.

Jeff schwersinske

Milwaukee, WI

2013-05-13

get v2k play fake police,loads,but wipe,5326,have some.jeff

QiJia Cheng

Ottawa, ON, Canada

2013-05-13

To expose the crime that government is in it.

Dwight Magum

Union, SC

2013-05-13

I am a T.I.

Kenneth Rohla

New Smyrna Beach, FL

2013-05-13

I had a friend in the military who had these experiments used on him without
his consent.

Ian Roberts

Hanover ON, Canada

2013-05-13

I am a MK-ULTRA victim with an implant
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johnny heath

corpus christi, TX

2013-05-14

ive been a victim of many assaults for 15 years now by both remote neural
monitoring and microwave hearing effect torture
here is a link to a you tube page with recordings of proof of electronic
harassment and in community no touch torture!
link:<a href="http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRXzPynNRb3PpWDF3O0lwA"
rel="nofollow">http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRXzPynNRb3PpWDF3O0lwA</a>

Elvira Williams

Fortlauderdale, FL

2013-05-17

Greetings,
I'm also a victim homeless targeted by Doctors Social Worker and so on long
story.
they Chemical spray me like the Yvonne Hiller Story <a
href="http://gangstalking.wordpress.com/2010/09/13/yvonne-hiller-and-gangstalking/#comment-8392"
rel="nofollow">http://gangstalking.wordpress.com/2010/09/13/yvonne-hillerand-gang-stalking/#comment-8392</a> I fight for Yvonne and myself not
educated long story 62 years old targeted by Union can't get my disability nor
pention I worked so hard for in Beverly Hills Calf? I also protested the NAACP
alone in 2003 Miami bet up by a Miami officer at X President Bill Clinton
fundraiser Club level 2002 no justice made homeless lost family and all GO
FIGURE. to this day I need help I was injected with this toxin at Broward
General hospital 2004 this is why doctors target me I need medical help and
can't get it because I'm a human rights activist for the poor
Much Love Much Respect
Elvira

Jacinto Razo

Santa Barbara, CA

2013-05-20

I am tested on by specific inventors govt. patent's; such a patent # 362952 and
other FDA approved wireless medical technologies. These covert activities are
performed under black operation programs.

Robert Swegan

Modesto, CA

2013-05-24

I have been brutalized with this torture for ten years now. This needs to end
NOW

Diane Gleason

Pompano Beach, FL

2013-05-24

Because this is happening to Me, & I Am Being Terrorized AND Tortured! (Right
in My Own Home, & Etc)!! This IS Criminal Activity, NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!
Please God & Government, HELP!

catherine murchio

largo, FL

2013-05-24

this is a gross invasion of the military against the people of this country. not
only have our rights been ignored but our right to make our own decisions and
live our own lives has been voilated.

denise pompl

Bayside, NY

2013-05-27

I'm a victim of the government experiment

Torrance Turner

Copperas Cove, TX

2013-05-28

I am... a TI in Copperas Cove, TX 76522 right next to Fort Hood. A emf device
was used on me that made me see a little blue ball, like the ones kids bounce
and chase. It appeared outta nowhere and rolled straight under the front of my
car, so I jumped out and looked to see where it went so I wouldn't run it over
bursting it. It was not under my car nor the cars on either side of me, so I got
back in my car thinking where did it go. Started to pull off slowly and looked in
the rearview the ball rolled straight from under the back of my car kept going
then made a right turn as if it was being remote controlled. Other TIs report
stalker/perps doing this and being able to see through our eyes with these EMF
devices.
God bless us all

ABU BADRU

COLUMBIA, MD

2013-05-28

Because I'm targeted and harrased.
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Brent Cotton

Chaparral, NM

2013-05-28

Decorated combat veteran with Top Secret clearence being tortured harrased
and attacked for years by government after botched top secret spy mission.
Have been searching for help and an end to this for years.

John Mecca

Kings Park, NY

2013-05-28

i AM SIGNING FOR SEVERAL REASONS ONE OF WHICH IS THAT THE
ACTIONS ARE IMMORAL AND THEREFORE ILLEGAL! PEOPLE ARE
BEING MURDERED UNDER THE PRETENSE OF EXPERIMENTATION.

Debra Blair

Newport, MI

2013-05-28

Because no one especially our military deserves to be treated. This way !

Felix Canez

San Jacinto, CA

2013-05-28

I am a victim

Isidro Abascal-Montalvo

New York, NY

2013-05-29

I have been a targeted Individual (TI) for almost two decades, including but not
limited to, organized stalking and remote electronic assaults or electromagnetic
harassment and torture.

Cynthia Hamil

San Diego, CA

2013-05-29

Cut this CRAP out NOW!!! This is ridiculous! Do YOU want to be treated like a
lab rat? Then don't treat other humans like this. K?

Cathy Meadows

Merced, CA

2013-05-29

I am a target of covert harassment and surveillance because I blew the whistle
on a child abuser who had connections with the Catholic Church, organized
crime, and law enforcement

Marion Molotnikoff

Edinburgh, United

2013-05-29

Kingdom
Karen Shirley

wicomico church, VA

I have been a TI for years and am now being tortured with electronic devices
daily. THIS HAS TO STOP!

2013-05-29

It's used to conceal heinous and deadly experimentation by neutralizing and
discrediting high value test subjects. It's ENTRAPMENT and it's immoral,
distasteful, illegal and a fraudulent use of taxpayer money.

Roger German

Decatur, IL

2013-05-29

Because I am a victim of this directed energy weapon torture by the U.S.

Connie Marshall

Louisville, KY

2013-05-30

Because they are trying to do this to me. Just go to my website <a
href="http://www.justiceforallcitizens.com"
rel="nofollow">www.justiceforallcitizens.com</a>

Deborah Lamb

Kings Park, NY

2013-05-30

I am a victim of non-consensual human experimentation. I am being severely
electronically tortured. My life has been destroyed from this inhumane, cruel
atrocity which is illegal and immoral. There are many other victims suffering,
many have already been murdered from this.

Robert Baird

New Orleans, LA

2013-05-30

I am a victim of electronic torture.

Shadan Mozayeni

Mesa, AZ

2013-06-01

This is important to me because I am a targeted Individual.

Adrienne Tinsley

Glen Allen, VA

2013-06-02

I am a victim of electromagnetic radiation experimentation and gang stalking.

Michael Richter

Dawsonville, GA

2013-06-10

I am currently Under Remote Neural Monitoring and was prescribed
medications for hearing voices and the side effects were as bad as RNM
torture. these deceitful tactics cause harm to others or cause people to
unwillingly cause damage do to the ignorance of the existence of this
technology invading your systems.

Dr. Millicent Black

Columbia, TN

2013-06-18

This petition is important because many people around the world are being
tortured without people to stand up for them as a result of what is made to look
like mental illness by electromagnetic means which is military technology.
Some are forced into psychiatric hospitals and mental institution for what is
made to look like treatment when it is really to discredit the person to silence
them. Since damages to our health and property is being caused by
cyberterrorism I believe that ALL people should become familiar with the
subjects of psychotronics, cyber warfare, psychological operations, electronic
harassment and the law on neuro invasion as violation of our human and civil
rights.
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Arlene Johnson

Newton, MA

2013-07-09

As a supporter of targeted individuals, I despise what the medical community is
doing to them. Doctors want to refer TIs to psychiatrists. Psychiatrists normally
carry out an agenda.

Cynthia Elias

Milton, MA

2013-07-21

My entire have been subjected to experimentation without consent...incl a child
for greed, perversion and hatred.

Sarita Beach

Raleigh, NC

2013-07-23

War crimes acted out by whomever against myself, my daughter and my
grandchild who is only nine. I suspect this started happening to her at the age
of two years. Myself this begin happening to me in 2008. It appears to have
been criminals ,thugs, and possibly rogue police.

kim kurt

vancouver,b.c., Canada

2013-07-23

i am a victim

Gina Risner

IINDEPENENCE, MO

2013-08-03

I have been a Targeted Individual of Electronic Harassment and
Surveillance,V2k,DEW,Organised Stalking and Morgellons for several years.

Silvia Teresa Osorio

Pompano Beach, FL

2013-08-05

I am a targeted individual under torture. They continually break into my public
housing to steal and/or change things around and the also are shooting me
with electromagnetic waves causing a ringing in my ears and also shooting me
with chemicals which has caused me liver damage.

karen morris

orleans, MA

2013-08-06

Too Many People On the DHS DataBase for PTSD who are Tracked and
Monitored by these Idiots .

Kelley Dean

Phoenix, AZ

2013-08-07

I am a victim of Voice to Skull.

asmati augustin

tbilisigeorgia, Georgia

2013-08-09

because i am the victim of forced psychiatric treatment too

Anita Kanitz

Stuttgart, Germany

2013-08-09

Unfortunately, many mentally healthy people are getting hastily, locked often
for political reasons, in the psychiatric . Here reigns worldwide brutal
despotism, the people must be protected from this arbitrariness. Any person
who is in the psychiatric ward, should get a lawyer and get legal protection and
the possibility of a neutral opinion. Nobody should be detained against his will
in psychiatry. Women are getting often particularly brutal treatment in
psychiatry and often sexually abused. This has got to stop!

Fred Porter

Decatur, AR

2013-08-09

Because i have a very good friend who is going thru this kind of abuse.

Joleen DeVore

Osceola, IA

2013-08-10

Because liberty is important to me.

lisa sportsman

Modesto, CA

2013-08-13

IF THIS CAN HELP MY SISTER AND OTHER PATIENTS. I'm all for it

Thomas OConnor

Bend, OR

2013-08-17

We are not to be brain washed

enrique flores

San Francisco, CA

2013-08-20

I am also a targeted individual in san Francisco ca., since 1995 and still today. .
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Manilo Galina

Maynila, Philippines

2013-08-21

Comment

Ellen White and mental health therapeutics

Merlin D. Burt

Ellen G. White was no stranger to mental health issues. She personally wrestled with depression in her conversion process as
a young person, and her family faced some challenges as well. Her husband experienced strokes during midlife that seemed to
have altered his personality. A few of her siblings’ children suffered from mental illness, and even her own son Edson may have
had an attention deficient disorder. In her spiritual counseling work, Ellen White often addressed matters of the mind. As seen
in the last issue of Dialogue, she frequently wrote and spoke to individuals who were affected by emotional and mental
difficulties. She always extended hope and pointed to a loving heavenly Father and a tender Savior who can heal and deliver
those who are wounded and broken by sin and life’s adversities.

In dealing with mental illness and health issues, however, Ellen White wrote strongly against the use of drugs and against
“psychology.” From this, some have concluded that Ellen White was against the modern application of these modalities in
dealing with mental illness. Such a stand is far from accurate. In order to correctly understand Ellen White’s views about a
therapeutic approach to mental healing, one must understand the 19th century context of her writings.

Before we go into that, we must note two vital points. First, Ellen White frequently underscored the vital importance of mental
health. “The mind controls the whole man. All our actions, good or bad, have their source in the mind. It is the mind that
worships God and allies us to heavenly beings.”1 Second, she recognized the effect of physical health on the mind. “All the
physical organs are the servants of the mind, and the nerves are the messengers that transmit its orders to every part of the
body, guiding the motions of the living machinery.”2

Use of drugs in therapy

Because of the confused and problematic state of drug therapy during most of Ellen White’s lifetime, she had little or nothing to
say about the medicinal treatment of mental illness. Her philosophical basis for healing and mental health therapy was more
wholistic, emphasizing spiritual, hydrotherapeutic, and natural remedies. She wrote:

“Pure air, sunlight, abstemiousness, rest, exercise, proper diet, the use of water, trust in divine power – these are the true
remedies. Every person should have a knowledge of nature’s remedial agencies and how to apply them. It is essential both to
understand the principles involved in the treatment of the sick and to have a practical training that will enable one rightly to use
this knowledge.”3

The 19th century was a time of confused and fallacious philosophies of healing. The default treatment modality was the
“traditional” heroic therapy advocated by Benjamin Rush. He advocated bloodletting, blistering, and the use of emetics to
relieve “fevers” or “vascular tension” that he believed caused illness. This included the internal use of drugs such as calomel
and the topical use of caustic chemicals. Calomel was a mercury compound used as a purgative. The poor person’s alternative
to “traditional” physicians was the Thompsonian approach. Samuel Thompson said that all disease was caused by cold. He
therefore sought to increase the body’s natural heat. He used lobelia, an American plant that had sedative and emetic
characteristics. Other philosophies of healing included homeopathy, which purported that small doses of drugs that produced
the symptoms of a disease in a healthy person could cure the same disease. By the time of the American Civil War,
homeopathy was the preferred method of treatment by physicians who had rejected “heroic therapy.” Beyond these therapies,
there were many other treatments that had questionable philosophical bases and used drugs such as opiates, arsenic, and
quinine, together with various plant and root products of often-unknown origin. These were usually suspended in alcohol.

Little wonder that Ellen White wrote against the use of drugs during her lifetime. In one of her classic statements, she said:
“There are more who die from the use of drugs, than all who could have died of disease had nature been left to do her own
work.”4 She was not opposed to the use of drugs when they had lifesaving results, even when the drug was dangerous. For a
time in the treatment of malaria, quinine was the only known drug. Ellen White indicated, “We are expected to do the best we
can,” and “if quinine will save a life, use quinine.”5

The modern use of drugs in psychiatric treatment has a more physiological basis and would follow Ellen White’s position that
doctors understand the “principles involved in the treatment of the sick.” Were she present today, she would probably still argue
that natural methods are best where possible but that physiologically-based drug therapy has its place.

Ellen White’s statement against psychology

Three schools of healing prevalent in Ellen White’s time – mesmerism, phrenology, and rest cure – influenced her comments
on psychological and mental health issues. White was strongly opposed to all three. In 1862, she wrote: “The sciences of
phrenology, psychology, and mesmerism are the channel through which he [Satan] comes more directly to this generation and
works with that power which is to characterize his efforts near the close of probation.”6

Mesmerism. During her early ministry, Ellen White was forced to repeatedly confront mesmerism and its mind-manipulating
methods. In the United States during the mid-19th century, animal magnetism was a popular philosophy of healing. Originated
by Viennese physician Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815), it taught that an invisible magnetic fluid permeated the universe.
Mesmer theorized that disease produced an imbalance of this fluid within the human body, which could be cured through the
use of magnets and electrical current. He eventually abandoned the use of magnets and proposed that the “healer’s body”
“permeated with animal magnetism, could redirect the patient’s magnetic fluid without the use of magnets.” The goal was to
induce a “crisis” by altering the subject’s mental state through fever, delirium, convulsions, uncontrolled weeping, and nervous
twitches. Mesmer saw these manifestations as healthy symptoms of healing. Suggestibility and dominance were used to
produce a trance and thus realign the body.7 James Braid later redefined the term “mesmerism” as hypnotism, and Mesmer
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Elisabeth Buchanan

Van, Canada

2013-08-21

I am a target of it too

Caroll Gisselle AceCast

TEGUCIGALPA -

2013-08-26

El psicologo me dijo que jamas podre borrarte de mi mente, el psiquiatra me

HONDURAS, NY

dijo que podria enloquecer si un dia me faltas, y el cardiologo me diagnostico
un paro fulminante al corazon si te olvidas de mi... Asi que por razones de
salud es estrictamente necesario tenerte en mi vida. Te amo .

Melissa Sanderson

PBG, FL

2013-09-04

I have been a targeted victim for over 11 years.

Jay Rodrigues

Rehoboth, MA

2013-09-05

MKULTRA subject 1960 to present day 9 - 5 - 2013. electronic tourture 24 / 7

jack Smith

Seattle, WA

2013-09-19

As long as our Nation treats Mental illness as shameful and labels treatment as
a show of weakness we will continue to have issues like this. History reveals
that some of our mentally ill are among our greatest artists, yet we continue to
shun. We think that if we medicate the mentally ill they will quietly go away.
Much of this can be attributed to Ronald Reagan's coat saving when he closed
hospitals and put the mentally ill out on the street. Educate people, don't kneejerk medicate.

Tamara Gelfand

Plymouth, MN

2013-09-20

In September 2013 I was held in the Methodist Hospital in St Louis Park, MN
against my will. 72 hour hold was imposed on me because I dared to offer an
explanation why I was feeling weak and fatigue in spite of my tests being
normal. I just mentioned that there are so many cell towers near my home that
it is possible that radiation from the towers killing the body cells and that is why
I was feeling week and fatigue. The doctor contacted my son and told my son
that I had a mental illness and need psychiatric evaluation and treatment. I
was falsely diagnosed with paranoia. I am 67 years old and have never seen a
Psychiatrist and I have never been on any medications.

John Peter McGrath

San Lorenzo, CA

2013-09-24

DARPA now performing mind control projects, it seems that the best action to
do is to stop the use of mind control technology because it is more than being
unconstitutional; it threatens the very heart of humanity on earth.

TeresaFroese Froese

Newton, KS

2013-09-27

I am a victim of this myself!!!

Jahsun Handy

Browns Valley, CA

2013-10-12

MISDIAGNOSES ARE HAPPENING TO THOUSANDS OF WEAPONS TEST
VICTIMS AND REAL CRIME IS GOING UNPUNISHED. PEOPLE GET
LABELED MENTALLY ILL WHO ARE NOT.

Jonathan Shaw

San Diego, CA

2013-10-19

I am a targeted victim of psychotronic torture / EEG Heterodyning / Remote
Neural Monitoring.

gail brown

Elk Grove, CA

2013-10-19

Because the criminal/perpetrators are always trying to discredit TIs by claiming
they are delusional/paranoid or 51/50; and I am a TI

Siobhan Paul

San Fernando, Trinidad

2013-10-19

and Tobago

These government-sanctioned atrocities will ultimately bring disaster to the
perpetrators.

Nancy Bradford

Lucasville, OH

2013-10-20

Because I am one of those people.

Linda Wolfe

Pittsburg, MO

2013-10-20

Because I have been torture since 1995 when a military man retired High
security officer moved next to me and my home and everything I have worked
for has been stolen or destroyed by him. My nails all came out. My eyes blood
vessels being broke all the time. even went to hospital with what was my heart.
Water damages in my home over 20thou and then was fixed and construction
crew gave me my keys back and 4 days later over 20th dollars again in water
damage. this time it was unscrewed. Insurance co canceled me. yet my home
was always locked up. I worked 4 days a wk out of town. This is only a little of
what he has done to me.
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Carolynn Olsen

Clifton Park, NY

2013-10-20

I have been a victim of electronic harassment for the past 12 years. It's a fact.
The Govt knows this is happening to it's citizens. Yet, when coming out publicly
about this situation we are viewed as "being crazy" and forced into psychiatric
detainment.
Mr. President, please help the tortured victims.

Mariana Hidzheva

Петрич, Bulgaria

2013-10-20

i am a victim

Cindy Munro

Nanaimo BC, Canada

2013-10-20

Relentless bullying by harassment groups causes the target victim to seek
mental health counselling. To further victimize a person seeking help by
labelling them delusional goes against human basic values. Human
experimentation is wrong on so many levels.

Dawn Polk

Downey, CA

2013-10-21

I am a TI .

leslie williams

san diego, CA

2013-10-21

Because the United States Govt and Military are Nothing but trator's torture'sd
Murderer's and Rapists

Richard Cain

Santa Barbara, CA

2013-10-22

See Santa Barbara superior court case 1402957 I am a victim of being
implanted with nanotechnology.

lucivaldo francisco

toronto, Canada

2013-10-22

Because i have become a victim/target of bioelectric resonance frequency,
remote neural monitoring, electronic abuse and harassment.

Elizabeth Allen

Salem, OR

2013-10-22

Violating the 1st, 4th, and 14th Amendment rights of any citizen is an American
atrocity- to assault free American citizens on free American soil is the worst
tyranny to date! We are all exploited and attacked by our own govenment and
for it not to recant these orders and protect us - we the people are the
government - demands legal redress. I know from personal experience the
damages, destruction and deaths which are currently carried out on free
American soil. This has to be stopped and the offending conspirators held
accountable and publicly.

Debi K Kelsey

Riverside, CA

2013-10-23

Ive been a victim of teargeting and a gangstalking survivor for many years. I
am subjected to tolerance testing as well as a myriad of psychological as well
as EMF tortures. I became a gangstalking victim last year when I moved into a
perp house (unknowingly) that my landlord Rick Willis and ex-boyfriend had
orchestrated several attacks on me ranging from V2K, DEW weapons,
chemical poisonings,assaults, druggings and radiation attacks. I have
numerous health issues resulting from last years attacks which include
implants that I have pics of. My ex. Bill Guzenski works for the DOD and we
had a nasty break-up. My ex-landlord is into drugs and ritual magic which he
and other perps would drug me for their rituals,rob, assault and put foreign
objects in my body. The list of tortures is endless and these events are just a
sample of what I endured. This is the worst form of slavery know to mankind
and a total abuse of my human and constitutional rights. This dirty little secret
has to stop and the bullies need to be revealed for who they are. Sadists and
sociopaths that achieve nothing more than perpetrating more fear and hate.

ellen langsetmo

saint luois park, MN

2013-10-26

I was a wictum.We need to stop all forced psycriatric treatment now Because
Forced treatment is a crime aguanst humaty.

Monica Riggs

Whitewater, CO

2013-11-01

targeted individual

Jeannette Fess

lafayette, CA

2013-11-06

Because I am a targeted individual.
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Mrs. Bonnie Kellerby

campbell,, CA

2013-11-06

Because we are being implanted with a very Sophisticated RFID type
Microchip into our ear organs or our bodies. These advanced microchips are
sending voices, noises into our heads and we are not insane, this is real!
These are
Artificial Telepathic signals or frequencies! Voice to Skull or other illegal
weapons of torture are being used! You can reseach all these devices and
realize victims are so telling the truth and do not need 'Phychiatric' detainment.
It will never help a victim what so ever and this would only worrisome the victim
of these cruel advanced technologies!

Jeroen Puttemans

Perk, Belgium

2013-11-08

because i am beeing tortured myself with seroquel and abilify causing me to
have heart disease and other nasty side effects

Jason Porter

Evansville, IN

2013-11-13

I am a targeted individual with implanted microchips and receiver/transmitter.
This is done by the wannabe spy nerds of the NSA, CIA, DOD and their
European Union war profiteering morons that have managed to break their own
economies

Johnray Buenavista

Cebu City, Philippines

2013-11-19

I want to remove this thing in my head.

Christoper Randolph

Des Moines, IA

2013-12-05

I want my free will back

mr V

utica, NY

2013-12-13

I have been forced medication, victumized,tortured, and
practiced/experimented on after an accident due to governmental neglagence
in 2003 I almost died and have been a TI for over a decade now.Is there any
help out there?

Carol Canning

Montreal, Canada

2014-01-07

This is important to me because I see all around me, households in my country
being being forced to accept 'smart meters' and I believe that these meters
offer the 'optimum' satellite hook-up to a full array of psychotronic space
weapon systems. In consequence, my fellow man/citizens are all secretely
threatened by proponents of 'virtual reality' ... BECAUSE, the warning signs
and cries were not headed to some 30 years ago.

Saita Beach

Raleigh, NC

2014-01-24

This needs to be.addressed now. This is happening to my family. and I. . What
has a three year done to deserve such. treatment. The doctors who. go along
with this who are aiding and abetting these criminals in America need to.
stripped of their rights to p ractice
The makers of this weaponery should be charged as same as the people who
maimed and slow kill innocent women and children with this torture. and
charged with human trafficking as well.
Keep these weapons out of the hands of thugs and rouge. law enforcement
now!
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A PITT

COLUMBIA, SC

2014-01-31

I've started the petition "Barack Obama and Aaron Schock and U.S. Senate:
Eradicate US Army Toxic Leadership" and need your help to get it off the ground.
Will you take 30 seconds to sign it right now? Here's the link:
<a href="http://www.change.org/petitions/barack-obama-and-aaron-schock-and-u-ssenate-eradicate-us-army-toxic-leadership"
rel="nofollow">http://www.change.org/petitions/barack-obama-and-aaron-schockand-u-s-senate-eradicate-us-army-toxic-leadership</a> Here's why it's important:
To Whom It May Concern,
I was the immediate supervisor for SPC Annzala Pitt at C.Co 225 BSB. In the time
that SPC Pitt was part of my squad she encountered numerous difficulties which I
believe were entirely due to being mistreated by her senior leadership. When SPC
Pitt arrived at 225 BSB she had a medical situation that required attention prior to
her deployment to Iraq. When she voiced her concerns to 1LT Riglick not only were
her concerns dismissed but her private health information was erroneously released
to multiple parties. SPC Pitt filed a complaint for the HIPPA violation against the
offending party, 1LT Riglick. A few months later 1LT Riglick was assigned to C.Co as
our Platoon Leader. This is undoubtedly the situation that caused SPC Pitt to be
labeled as a problem soldier by C.Co leadership. SPC Pitt was not protected from
reprisal and was treated badly for the duration of her time with C.Co 225 BSB.
The result of filing her HIPPA complaint against 1LT Riglick was having a stigma
placed on her by the very leadership that was supposed to be protecting her. She
endured rumors, attacks on her character, and even attempts at discrediting her
intellectual capacities. She was even accused of having inappropriate relationships
with multiple senior Non-Commissioned Officers by our Platoon Leader 1LT Riglick.
SPC Pitt continuously sought only to do her job as a mental health specialist and as
her first line supervisor I pushed for her to be moved from the company to the Troop
Medical Clinic. When SPC Pitt was sent to the Troop Medical Clinic to preform her
duties as a mental health specialist C.Co leadership made sure to let the incoming
social worker know what their impression of her was. SPC Pitt then worked with
Major Ball, who had already been told she was a problem soldier, and was
subsequently treated horribly to include having to undergo a mental health
evaluation without provocation.
SPC Pitt requested on numerous occasions to be moved from C.Co 225 BSB to
another company, battalion, or division to get out from underneath the stigma placed
on her. These requests were heard by our Company Commander, 1SG, Platoon
Leader, Platoon Sergeant, Command Sergeant Major, and even Division Command
team but nothing was done. Instead of helping the soldier 1LT Riglick and Major Ball
ordered me to counsel her for their perceived insubordination. When I disagreed with
these orders it was made clear that my military career was also in jeopardy. I was
ordered by 1LT Riglick to counsel SPC Pitt for not properly using her chain of
command to which, I informed the command that she had done exactly what
procedures are outlined. The result of my not counseling her for this was to have my
MEDPROS status changed to non-deployable by 1LT Riglick. This retaliation against
me for defending SPC Pitt would have ended my career if I had not already been
found deployable and fit for duty by the Medical Review Board in 2008.
Despite her outburst which finally concluded her time in C.Co I would still
recommend that she be retained by the United States Army. SPC Pitt endured being
mistreated for months and still maintained a positive attitude. Her intellectual
prowess combined with her willingness to work make her a viable asset. I believe
that if SPC Pitt had been able to move to another command away from the toxic
leadership of C.Co 225 BSB her military career would have flourished.
SGT David Trapolsi
You can sign my petition by clicking here.
Thanks!
A PITT
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A PITT

COLUMBIA, SC

2014-01-31

<a href="http://www.change.org/petitions/barack-obama-and-aaron-schockand-u-s-senate-eradicate-us-army-toxic-leadership"
rel="nofollow">www.change.org/petitions/barack-obama-and-aaron-schockand-u-s-senate-eradicate-us-army-toxic-leadership</a>

Kenyetta Mckeithan

Flushing, NY

2014-02-08

Because I am one of the victims

Julio Velazquez

Valrico, FL

2014-02-23

Hi Millicent Black: I am a Targeted Individual (TI). I have over 500 Facebook
friends who are targeted too with Electronic Harassment
(Microwave/Electromagnetic radiation signals) & am also an Organized
Stalking victim. Long story, but I am a drug informer (whistleblower) of corrupt
cops. I am taking many meds including one for prevention of cancer (high
platelets). Are you on Facebook? Julio L. Velazquez

leslie crawford

detroit, MI

2014-02-24

this is a crime being committed to thousands

Krzysztof Okrasiński

Szczecin, Poland

2014-03-08

im a victim of electronic harassment

Jacques Brown

Centurion, South Africa

2014-03-12

I am a victim of this.

kim chavez

n. topsail beach, NC

2014-03-13

STOP FALSE DIAGNOSES LEADING TO FORCED PSYCHIATRIC
DETAINMENT!!!!

ehsan jahangiri

Australia

2014-03-18

i am a targeted indivitual that got missdignoised with schizophernia

Arlene Johnson

Newton, MA

2014-04-10

I despise injustice, and this is a classic case of it.

William Meyer

Aurora, CO

2014-04-23

For three years my TBI went undiagnosed and my PTSD untreated. I was

fereidouni

subsequently diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder and forced to take
psychiatric medications. I am currently being forced to take anti-psychotic
medication against my will, and am offered no alternative forms of treatment.
Psychiatric abuse is a crime against humanity.
Vincent Sonnick

Oneida, NY

2014-04-23

I was targeted in 2003 after being falsly diagnosed w/ mood disorder after I was
drugged by some corrupt feds and tryed to commit sucide....I was given a false
diagnosis of mood disorder while I spent 2 god awful years in treatment being
pumped full of anti pshyc meds that are on recall now as a modern day mk
ultra/ victim/ survivor...held against my will and used as a for illegal human
expermintation....where is lady justice when you need her the most?Oh their
the one's that targeted me after a drug charge in 2001 and then tryed to kill me
in 2003.

Peter Keri

Budapest, Hungary

2014-05-10

I experience so called microwave hearing / synthetic telepathy like
"communication", what is absolutelly based on digital voice patterns most of the
time, and am sure that it is kind of "input-output" mechanism, not only a non
voluntary communication, but as I figured out an annoying data mining of
thoughts. Further as I experience surely could be diagnosed as a mental
illness, but all these "discussions"., "tinnitus based pain" "vision-to-voice"
experiences are not organic, but made and transmitted by digital sources. For
a year now I experience these effects, first they were harsh and unbelieveable,
till now gradually lower but all this manipulation(?), data mining(?), still exist. I
live my life quite normally, but there is no platform to turn to.
Hopefully this petition can help, finding the causes, users of these "legal" "non
lethal" weapons, and may stop these operations.
Hope together we can be stronger fighting these unseen operations, believe
that this scientific knowledge will be human friendly, and not against humanity
once.
Peter Kéri
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Alex Foster

Madison, WI

2014-05-18

This is absolutely a human rights issue and complete misuse of the system that
is corrupt enough already, we need to feel comfortable in our own country not
afraid of this kind of thing happening.
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Fouad Zennari

Ouarzazate., Morocco

2014-05-23

Dear Sir Or Madam,

You sincerely should know that since 1970s up to right nowadays; 2014s, the whole Moroccan National Locally Expert Beast
Cruel Criminal Team of medecines, doctors, chururigiens, nurses........ect; they have violently been treating against thousands
of thousands of the main deep-rooted very innocent patients and victims that they have savagely been killed and earthen in
various worst wildest terrilbe deadly dead intoxically poison drug-medications'pills and injections'dozes that they have every
nights and every days been turned against them to reinforce against them to be wildly killed and earthen in the main absolutely
illegal and inhuman ways and moods .

It's me Mr FouadZENNARI; who I have savagely been suffered out various worst terrible so savage treats and reactions of the
worst horrible well-abusive and well-violated ways and matters since I only was 16 years up to right nowadays; I am at last 42
years old and then, my whole physique cases are actually lost away and well-destroyed to suffer out the worst live dealdy dead
loss and marginlizations'Maze and I am mentally suffered out the worst unbelievable brainwshing's disorders that I have yearly
been suffered out since 1989s up to right today; 2014s.

You really should know that how long they have violently been reacted against me in various worst wildest so savage ways and
rules of more than 10 successive times of death-penalties'crimes'tries to dope against me into more than 10 000 mgs of
various intoxically poison drug-medications'pills and injections'treats and they have immorally been reinforced against me to be
sexually violated into the worst live so fierce ways and moods of well-frustrated immoral sexualties; esepcially, while they have
every nights been reinforced against me me to be in time well-dopped up to more than 40 to 50 various intoxically poison drugmedications'pills + more than 10 successive live deadly dead death-penalties'needles'tries of more than 8 to 10 absolutely full
up drug-medications'injections as well as they have wildly been reinforced against me to be lively suffered out the worst
inhuman well-frustrated tries and essaies of various immoral sexualities since I only was 16 years old up to right today; 2014s.

And also, you frankly should know that the whole Moroccan National Locally Expert Beast Cruel Criminal Team Of Nurses,
Medecines, Doctors and Chururgiens are still working out to kill and earthen in the worst terrible so savage ways and moods of
various worst well-tortured and well-violated ways and moods in the main actually illegal and inhuman secret ways up to right
today and none and nobody of the whole Moroccan National Localy Human Rights' Associations and Organisations'Team they
have illegally and inhumanly been worked out to annoy and neglect them at all. No a such glimmer of legal and human
investigations and intervenees at all and no more. It's really very ammazing to hear!!!.

Be back to 1970 years up to right nowadays; you truly should know that the whole Moroccan National Locally Expert Beast
Cruel Criminal Team Of Nurses, Medecines, Doctors and Churigiens have every years been committed thousands of
thousands of the worst wildest terrible and horribe crimes to treat against the main very innocent Ouarzazi deep-rooted
patients and victims in various death-penalties'needles , well-tortured and well-abusive against them and still working out to
commit many of many various worst live deadly dead well-harassed and well-violated crimes'moods and matters up to right
today.

In any cases, you sincerely should know that they have every years been corrupted to trade in black illegal and inhuman ways
and rules to commerce out in the whole International Human Rights' Humanitarian Medications to trade in the main expert
illegal and inhuman ways to transport it around the whole Morocco Cities' Country, esepcially to Casablanca City, where both of
Mrs Mouhammed Khoumouss, Brahim Ait-Oukhashiff, Soussou, Said - El - Jermatti, Ahmoush, Moummadi, Khalid, Hassani,
Dc Salama, El Kharrati, Erramdanni..............ect; those whole Moroccan National Locally Expert Beast Cruel Criminal Team Of
Medecines, Doctors, Chururgiens and Nurses they have illegally and inhumanly commercialized in expert beast cruel wellcorrupted black trade ways and matters in the whole International Human Rights' Medications' Pills and Injections that they
whole International Human Rights' Assocations and Organizations'Team as O.M.C.T, C.C.H.R, Red Cross,........ect; they have
every years been sent to them in the main Local Sidi Hussien Ben Asseur Hospital in OUARZAZATE CITY in the main
Southren Site Of Morocco Country; where some of them had already retired and the major of them are freely carried on
working out to violate, torture, harass, violent.......ect, commit against many of many very inncent Moroccan Ouarzazi Deeprooted Very Innocent Patients and Victims various worst terrible so savage well-frustrated sexual immoralties, various
intoxically poison drug-medications'pills and injections that they have yearly been reinforced against them to be physically welldestroyed and mentally to be wildly lost away into the worst live deadly dead loss, marginalizations and neglects'Maze since
1970s up to right nowadays. 2014s.

Please, please, please we all Ouarzazi deep-rooted families of patients and civtims and whom they have violently killed and
earthen in various worst wildest well-tortured and well-harassed illegal and inhuman ways and moods in need in the main
absoultely urgent ways to investigate and intervenee to OUARZAZATE CITY in the main SOUTHREN SITE OF MOROCCO
COUNTRY; especially to the main Local Psychiatrique Services' SIDI HUSSEIN BEN ASSEUR HOSPITAL; where the whole
Moroccan National Locally Expert Beast Cruel Criminal Team Of NURSES, MEDECINES AND DOCTORS AS WELL AS
CHURURGIENS'TEAM ARE STILL WORKING OUT TO VIOLATE, TORTURE, VIOLENT, CORRUPT.........ect; as well as they
are still working out to commit various worst terrible so savage well-frustrated sexual immoralities' harassments against the
main very innocent child and too young victims and patients since 1970s up to right today; 2014s.

I impatiently wait to forwards your very urgent legal ad human replies as possible as you really can.

Best Wishes.

Always,

Yours Sincerely,

Mr Fouad ZENNARI.
Mail Delivery System
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Juliane Perkovic

Germany

2014-05-24

Ich bin für die SCHLIESSUNG DIESER FALSCHEN ABTEILUNG.
FALLS SIE MENSCHENVERSUCHE MACHEN WOLLEN SOLLEN DIE
HERRSCHAFTEN DAS AN SICH SELBST AUSPROBIEREN.

Julie Courtney

Clarksburg, WV

2014-05-29

I was and am victim of this

Marjut Kivimäki

finland, Finland

2014-05-30

I m victim this psychotronical guns. i want it this stop.

Elisa Bushi

ALbania, Albania

2014-05-30

Because i'm one on them who my criminal government is abusing to me,,,

silvester mühlhaus

Munich, Germany

2014-05-30

i have been affected by this.

Nina Sidorova

Mountain View, CA

2014-05-30

I am a targeted individual

Ahmad Fani

dubai, UT

2014-05-31

CIA accusing the victims of Electronic Mind Control of having Psychological
problem!

Sabita sarah Gurney-

Camden london, United

branford

Kingdom

2014-06-02

Have become a targeted individual because of my student political activities
and placed in London university psychiatric hospital and tortured with drugs
also attempt on my life-still going on and have met many other it's placed in
psychiatry to be experimented on-these drugs cause fatalities covered up as
'death by natural causes' amounts to corporate manslaughter by British
universities.

Bev Schweitzer

mesa, AZ

2014-06-02

senior bullying of older women has been threatening their safety & freedoms.
Need to have unbiased investigative efforts to validate their complaints rather
then mass bullying allowed.

willis annis

Burlington, VT

2014-07-10

living with sensory implant for tweleve years !

Debra Matheny

Hibbing, MN

2014-07-14

My Story of Gang Stalking, Corruption and Domestic Terrorism
<a href="https://www.facebook.com/DebMatheny"
rel="nofollow">https://www.facebook.com/DebMatheny</a>

Norm Marple

Bowmanville, Canada

2014-07-18

This is a crime against HUMANITY !

Kim Dyer

Tempe, AZ

2014-07-29

I am property of DOD and am being systematically manipulated and destroyed.
They are trying to imprison me as a whistleblower. ASU also participates under
no informed consent legal violations termed as "behavior modification". My
father allegedly murdered upon Tempe PD RICO suite being returned from the
USDOJ

hardy ross

Bessemer, AL

2014-08-02

I am a Targeted Individual saddled with a false diagnosis which I cannot so far
get changed. Two psychiatrists and two state medical examiners after my
complaints were registered did not even MENTION the crime of EH which I had
made it a point to confirm with them...

Gloria Sterling McGill

St Louis, MO

2014-08-04

Personally targeted

Maurice Skiffey

Warren, OH

2014-08-07

Most people do knot know how wide spread or complex this is or the fact that
children are used in some cases.

Catherine Tatlock

Babylon, NY

2014-08-12

Because I have been falsely diagnosed with a mental illness and the
government have stripped me of any rights and they are also using my
"diagnosis" against me to cover up the mass torture and murder of
Scientologists and a variety of United States citizens

John Quelvog

oakdale, CA

2014-08-14

because their doing it to me and anything goes with them ive got so much shit
in me now and they are just going to kill me to cover their crimes it is sick

MOHAMMED

Edinburgh, United

ZULKERNAIN

Kingdom

2014-08-21

PSYCHIATRY IS A HUGE FRAUD ON THE PUBLIC.
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Kieshia Parker

Riverview, FL

2014-08-27

My nine year old is being used as a lab rat to test neural implants. Please
check out <a href="http://www.hardtruths.webs.com"
rel="nofollow">www.hardtruths.webs.com</a>

Marlene Aguilar

Quezon, Philippines

2014-08-29

Marlene Aguilar

john reeves

hickory, NC

2014-08-31

I am a victim violent torture by sheriff's department in Burke county Steve e.
Whisenant and have proof a criminal investigator price, ray Robinson of gkn
maiden nc, Jeremiah, homer harve lingerfelt who is the officer I snitched to plus
28 more investigators of Burke county w dept and federal op. Gkn in maiden
because of Chevy and possibly Ford.

Nadine Siracusa

Franklinville, NJ

2014-09-05

Me and my children are victims of V2K and we need to find Justice.I am a
victim of harassment and this Monarch Min control, MK Ultra that is being done
to citizens in the United States and around the world. The torture is hideous
and needs to be stopped immediately. We are in chemically harassed and
psycologically harassed it is like a war going on. RFID, VERI-CHIP. My
husband Brandon Michael Siracusa, brother Sam Siracusa 6/14/1972, father
Anthony F. Siracusa, mother Karen B.Siracusa and their Covert are the ones
doing this. The V2K is saying that they stole my kid at birth. My husband has a
mole on his head and a birthmark on his leg that looks like Mickey Mouse.
Please this NO TOUCH TORTURE NEED TO STOP. His Aunt Arlene, Aunt
Gay, Aunt Sandra, Cousin Carryann, Uncle Bill and Aunt Peggy(lupus) and
others. Thank you so much if you could help us.

Bastian Auser

Miami, OK, United
States, FL

2014-09-21

Because I am victim myself. That included mkultra and extraordinary
renditions(abductions), severe torture, and threats

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Bastian Auser

Miami, OK, United

2014-09-21

Was 9/11 a Racial War Declaration on Whites By Israel and United Nations !!?

States, FL

DID NASA TURNED AWAY FROM SCIENCE TO BECOME PART OF OBAMACARE !!? WERE THERE OTHER(parallel)
WARS(undisclosed wars) LAUNCHED ON 9/11 BESIDE WAR ON AL QAEDA !!? WAS 9/11 AN UNDISCLOSED WAR
DECLARATION ON WHITE RACE BY NO ONE ELSE THAN ISRAEL AND UNITED NATIONS WHO HAVE GONE AS FAR
AS ATTEMPTING TO EXERCISE MARSHALL LAW TO TURN USA INTO WHAT ONCE WAS PALESTINE, BUT IS NOW
ISRAEL(concentration camp where over million and half arabs have parished) !!?

WHICH ONE OF THE TWO OPTIONS ARE PREFERRED OPTION OF ISRAEL IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH MARSHALL LAW
IN UNITED STATES(planet apes) AS FAST AS POSSIBLE !!? ALEX JONES'S GUN OPTION OR BARAK HUSSEIN
OBAMA'S 70 YEARS OLD PHONY PEACE LIE !!? IS GERLADO RIVERA A DANGEROUS ISRAELI TERRORIST !!?

WHO MURDERED JÖRG HAIDER AND WHY(Merkel, JOHN KERRY, Sarkozy, Cameron, Heinz Fischer, Eastern European
scum etc.) !!! WHO LET 9/11 DANCING ISREALIS BACK IN USA AFTER THOSE WERE ALREADY EXTRADITED BACK TO
ISREAL AS TERRORISTS !!?

ARE PRO WHITE AMERICAN CITIZENS SUBJECT TO TERROR THREATS THAT GO AS FAR AS SHIPPING THEM TO
ISREAL FOR TORTURE !!?

Related to WHITES ARE NOT WELCOME IN AMERICA ANY LONGER !! OUT OF AMERICA WITH WHITES NOW !! WE
DON'T NEED YOU ANY MORE !! OBAMA'S HEALTH CARE RECORDED LIVE IN 2009 !! EXILING WHITES(US citizens)
WITH EXTREME PREJUDICE AND IMPORTING NON WHITES IMMIGRATION REQUIREMENTS FREE !!

FIND OUT WHY MY VIDEOS ARE THE MOST CENSORED VIDEOS IN HISTORY OF INTERNET !!!

FIND OUT WHY MY VIDEOS ARE THE MOST CENSORED VIDEOS IN HISTORY OF INTERNET !!!

VIDEO 101 - PART 1 of 4
<a href="https://vimeo.com/105479645" rel="nofollow">https://vimeo.com/105479645</a> OR <a
href="http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77300259YehFNEKj" rel="nofollow">http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77300259YehFNEKj</a>
OR <a href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x19mq0c" rel="nofollow">www.dailymotion.com/video/x19mq0c</a> OR <a
href="http://youtu.be/ukAA8FjVxKA" rel="nofollow">http://youtu.be/ukAA8FjVxKA</a> OR <a
href="http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140909GGvUxkD9/"
rel="nofollow">http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140909GGvUxkD9/</a> OR

VIDEO 102(top video) - PART 2 of 4
<a href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25ela4" rel="nofollow">http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25ela4</a> OR <a
href="http://www.veoh.com/watch/v7727594029HJhKSM"
rel="nofollow">http://www.veoh.com/watch/v7727594029HJhKSM</a> OR <a href="http://youtu.be/uPn3FDOv1H0"
rel="nofollow">http://youtu.be/uPn3FDOv1H0</a> OR <a href="http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140910P5xKrhtf/"
rel="nofollow">http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140910P5xKrhtf/</a> OR <a href="https://vimeo.com/106210344"
rel="nofollow">https://vimeo.com/106210344</a>

VIDEO 103(top video) - PART 3 of 4
<a href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25eoog" rel="nofollow">http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25eoog</a> OR <a
href="http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77298712Z5ZkbNkQ"
rel="nofollow">http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77298712Z5ZkbNkQ</a> OR <a href="http://youtu.be/rCTvDveAEtU"
rel="nofollow">http://youtu.be/rCTvDveAEtU</a> OR <a href="http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140909Z2v5LePn/"
rel="nofollow">http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140909Z2v5LePn/</a> OR

VIDEO 104(top video) - PART 4 of 4
<a href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25elsr" rel="nofollow">http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x25elsr</a> OR <a
href="http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77298714tSascTtK" rel="nofollow">http://www.veoh.com/watch/v77298714tSascTtK</a>
OR <a href="http://youtu.be/7A6adEiF1mw" rel="nofollow">http://youtu.be/7A6adEiF1mw</a> OR <a
href="http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140910nKHWdFcH/"
rel="nofollow">http://video.fc2.com/en/content/20140910nKHWdFcH/</a>

This videos (all four) can be also seen and downloaded at <a
href="https://archive.org/details/VIDEO101NUCLEARNEWSPart1of4"
rel="nofollow">https://archive.org/details/VIDEO101NUCLEARNEWSPart1of4</a>

VIDEO VIEW COUNTERS ARE NO LONGER BLOCKED MORE THAN JUST OFTEN, BUT IN FACT EVEN DEDUCTED
FROM ON EVERY FEW HOURS(see on how many websites have I posted what you read here and compare their view
counters with info that you are about to see under my videos... I have even caught them deducting view numbers on every few
hours) !!! POLITICAL MADNESS AT ITS HIGHEST LEVELS SINCE WWII !!!

TERRORISM = COMMUNISM = ZIONISM = LIBERALISM(produced by Zionism and communism to promote
homosexuality/race mixing/pedophilia/anti Christianity) = MULTICULTURALISM = HOMOSEXUALITY = PEDOPHILIA =
BESTIALITY = SATANISM(anti Christianity & satanistm) = ANARCHISM(anti civilization) !!!

REPUBLICAN PARTY (scammers that make look great anyone or anything and regardless of ugliness or perversion = support
for democratic party or zionism) AND DEMOCRATS (extremist ZIONIST party) ARE ONE PARTY SYSTEM (self elected
democracy = zionist totalitarianism = prison state).

Name

Location

Date

Comment

samuel harrison

raleigh, NC

2014-09-27

Torture is an International Crime & I am a victim denied access to US Courts on
this premise 5:13-cv-82D US District Court of NC Eastern District, Western
Division, Raleigh NC & 4th Circuit of Appeals Court, Richmond Virginia.
Government crime weakens Government & therefore National Security!

Mark Iannicelli

Denver, CO

2014-09-30

I am a targeted individual and have been implanted and psychologically
harassed in hospitals across the United States for 25 years.
My first encounter to psychological torture was at the San Francisco General
Hospital Psyche ward in 1987 -89 . A male nurse named Tom Reichardt under
the supervision of a Dr. Stuart and a Dr. Elmer Cohen psychologically damaged
patients and let contractors use strobe lights to effect me Just recently in
Denver, Colorado at Rose Medical Center a perp was implanting more probes
inside my body after Dr. Stephanie Miller let him have me while under
anethesia in December 2013.
We need to find a country that will help us and hang an American perp with a
Direct Energy Weapons.
I am wanting to form a mile high chapter here in Denver, Colorado for targeted
individuals that have probes, chips, V2K, etc.and would like to organize a
Targeted Individual Motorcycle Club with our ribbon's colors as Indigo and
White. We will ultimately have to take an offensive since everyone is being
disinformed woth stassi /F.B.I.counterintelligence tactics. We need to have our
implants removed and to start killing the low lifes that turn people a slave in
their own skin.

dean beaman

Gladstone, MO

2014-09-30

I am being tortured with it now and need mri

mark manas

Saginaw, MI

2014-10-17

Was (100%) falsely petioned for psychological exam involuntarily and
misdiagnosed and detained for over six (6) days.

Deonza Mohamed

Bellingham, WA

2014-10-22

I have been a victim of psychological crime for the past seven years and no
one cares. I pray that this ends and that lives can be restored.

Cezar Florin Hustiu

Sweden, Sweden

2014-10-22

Karolinska Institute as before part of eugenic program, as today part of the
same program

Adair Buckner, I.

Rialto, CA

2014-10-26

I am a Targeted Individual and I receive medical care at a Department of
Veterans Affairs Medical Center--must monitor medical records to thwart
erroneous entries that could set the stage of scenarios of this nature---I would
advise ALL veterans be mindful and responsible for monitoring their Permanent
Medical Record--their tomorrow WILL depend upon actions or inactions today.

casey reichmand

auburn, WA

2014-10-27

its inhumane!!!!!!! Its called holistic medicine, and it torture, and the
government is fucked for it!!!!!!!

monica chavez

arcata, CA

2014-11-01

because i am a victim!!!!!!!!!!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

SAN CASIMIRO SAN

san casimiro, Venezuela,

2014-11-07

Una perdida muy gran D.E.P

CASIMIRO

Bolivarian Republic of

Soñamos con tus proyectos
aprendimos con tus palabras
volamos con tus alas,
reímos con tu risa
Y hoy lloramos con tu partida...
El cuerpo físico es solamente una faceta, la más densa, de la complejidad del
ser, y tus aspectos más ligeros seguirán vibrando a nuestro lado: tu alma vivira
por siempre a nuestro lado, tu risa resonara por siempre en nuestro corazón,
tu mirada iluminara por siempre nuestros caminos, tu voz hara eco por siempre
en nuestras palabras, tu cariño reconfortara por siempre nuestras relaciones,
tu tenacidad guíara por siempre nuestro esfuerzo,tu enseñanza por siempre
nos acompañara ,tu ejemplo por siempre nos dará ímpetu y tu amor se
reflejara por siempre en nuestro amor.
Gracias baba Leonel Gámez Osheniwo por abrir puertas, ventanas, ojos,
mentes y corazones a tanta gente!.
Gracias por que siempre tuviste para nosotros una sonrisa ,paciencia,tiempo y
una solución,haciendo a un lado tus actividades!.Gracias por tu
confianza!..Hoy pasaste a formar parte de nuestro ejército,ancestral!.Gracias a
dios,por habernos permitido la dicha de conocerte y aprender de ti!.
El mejor homenaje que podemos brindarte es continuar con mayor pasión,
entrega, ánimo , esfuerzo ,ética y cariño por la religión yoruba tradición
Afrocubana y con la la fortaleza con la que tu nos formaste y enseñaste!
Te amamos Por que fuiste y seguirás siendo nuestro maestro,nuestro
orgullo,padre,guía ,orientador, valuarte y corazón de nuestra tradición y te
deseamos paz y serenidad en tu nuevo viaje.
Nuestras condolencias y muestras de respeto a tu familia sanguínea,amigos,
pueblo religioso, al país México y a nuestra tradición entera.
Oluwo Iboru,Oluwo iboya,Oluwo ibosise!
Contigo por siempre y para siempre!
Ibae bayen tonu. K timbelorun k timbelaye k timbelese Olodumare,baba mi
Leonel Gámez Osheniwo!!!

jeff schwersinske

milwaukee, WI

2014-11-11

since 1992 v2k,job MBC.foods,Dorf,s v2k killed ear,left one,they hit it again hurt
.Jeff 11/10/14

Ignatius Herlambang

Liverpool, United

2014-11-30

i am a targetted individual myself in Indonesia, Singapore and UK

2014-12-01

I'm signing because i am currently being totured by my local government. And

Kingdom
George Pena

San Diego, CA

have notified the proper authority with no response back helping save me from
this torture and harrassment and bullying.
Christopher Anderson

Sacramento, CA

2014-12-01

Because I believe I am being harassed about my serve in the US Marine Corps

Sasha Rogers

Westborough, MA

2014-12-15

I was placed in one of these programs based on falsed assumptions that I was
framed into.

douglas wendorff

Sacramento, CA

2015-01-02

ive been a victim since 1981

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Pietro Parodi

15010 Montaldo

2015-01-16

#JeSuisCharlie <a href="http://www.lightchannel.it/"

Bormida- Brazil, Brazil
Pietro Parodi

15010 Montaldo

rel="nofollow">http://www.lightchannel.it/</a>
2015-01-16

Bormida- Brazil, Brazil

Rééditez le dernier CHARLIE HEBDO à 60 millions d'exemplaires
#JeSuisCharlie <a href="http://www.lightchannel.it/"
rel="nofollow">http://www.lightchannel.it/</a>

FrancoLeviATtiscaliDOTit

Yerushalayim, Israel

2015-01-18

LeviMOLCA

La mafia dei FARAONI man OVRA la cosca dei mercanti di carne umana
scafisti schifisti schiavisti . Mandiamo in pensione ogni faraone Capone
cannone . La prigione specie Italiana è la univesità del crimine ben coordinata
dai burattinaj di mafia capitale . Ladruncoli entrano , escono professionisti
industriali grossisti del crimine , e ingrassano la mafia GLOCAL . Si può
mandare in pensione la mafia . Noi ce la mettiamo tutta . Grasssie a tutti i
commilitonti . Salumi e caci . <a href="http://LeviMOLCA.Wordpress.com"
rel="nofollow">http://LeviMOLCA.Wordpress.com</a>

Richard Poppleton

London, United Kingdom

2015-01-30

Because I have seen it happen, it is inhumane , humans should have the right
to choose treatment not to be forced

M Wajid

Bradford, United
Kingdom

2015-02-19

My brain has been permanently destroyed by anti-psychotics (neuroleptics).

Name

Location

Date

Comment

TiAunnie Calhoun

Marietta, GA

2015-03-23

Good Morning. My name is TiAunnie Calhoun. I'm 37 years old. I went to Chute Middle
school and Evanston Township High. I'm contacting you because I'm being targeted as a
child molester. To be up front in the six years since I've found out local law enforcement
hasn't helped and this is full blown targeting with gang stalking , cyber stalking, unlawful
intrusion I.E. cell phone cloning, and blackmail and extortion. Which has not only severely
disrupted my life but the lives of those related to me. Banana jokes and buzzwords
circulated around a rumor that I assaulted a child in my care with one. At the time I was
living on Brummel across from the park. The Lane family lived down stairs from us. They
seem to be the source of rumors and speculation. Which has filled me to Georgia and to
this day rumors are being added to this thus me being improperly targeted. What can I
do? This also involves a group of girls from Evanston high acting as if the Lane children
were they're own and circulating more disinformation. Again I'm being targeted and have
been for years which I've been trying to have police investigate from Marietta. A women
disseminated flyers claiming me to be a convicted child molester. This same woman is
responsible for putting cameras in my house and spiking my prescription asthma
medication. Yes they've been tested and no local law enforcement still didn't help. As I
understand it the lack of action by police is Color of Law. But it still hasn't helped me get
these allegations and rumors investigated. So they're rumors circulated among the
communities and beyond forming a vigilante group focusing on me as a predator when
there has never been a police report. And the damndest thing in a small southern suburb
no attorney, not even child abuse attorneys are taking my case. Telling me that if it's only
rumors. . . Who slept with who is only a rumor. Telling people you've pictures of me and
that I'm a convicted child molester ain't just a Damn rumor! I understand the law and that
I'm supposed to start where I live. Six years of which has gotten me beaten by police,
jailed and hospitalized on homicidal and suicidal indications, after I was raped by D'Angelo
Marcus Costello and told I deserved it and it was turned into a relationship and porno. Oh,
and I'm being poisoned. The more vigilant I am the more I'm threatened or dealt with.
This time the excuse is the hot tube at the gym. Last time it was my detergent. The time
before that, my soap. Before that, someone claiming we're dating, a woman, the excuse
was something I ate. And I'm being told I'm just being sensitive.

They're also using Brain

Computer Interface and Voice to Skull which is being explained away as a soap opera,
trash entertainment, treatment, a charity and security. I'm being exploited and they're
selling access to this and showing others how to do it, discredit me and make look bad.

It

being illegally using military technology to show and manipulate images in my brain and
pirate ideas,l ikeness, research, art, work, proprietary formulas, and intellectual property.
They sell this information to health and beauty, fashion , pharmaceutical, companies and
sell it to script writers. They also use the information I tell the police to mock me on social
media and a website they've build on the android platform complete with user log in and
pass words. This website allows several people to both access my brain via Brain
Computer Interface for harvesting images, and communicate voice and sounds to me
without a phone using Voice to Skull. Again this is military technology that I believe they've
gotten illegally and have been playing it off as entertainment and gossip like Jerry
Springer. Again these are civilians with a 20 plus year jump on me forming a vigilante
group. They even sat down and voted to embarrass me for calling the police. Which still
happens to this day! If I'm supposed to meet with and speak to a cop, something
happens. Or they present to be the the police. They always know where I am. And my
circle is very small. I called AID and turned over my cell phones and hard drives, they
were refused and never examined. "We need other evidence before we can test these"
Which he , Officer Chris something in Cobb County Cyber Crimes never explained what
else they needed and I was dismissed, and called a child molester on the way out. I asked
for that to be investigated and was ignored and hospitalized a few days later. So again
what can I do to get this moved from rumors to the court of public opinion to the magistrate
court? I know what they're doing. And it's purposefully being done.
Thank You,
TiAunnie N. Calhoun
743 Somerset Court S. E.
Marietta, GA. 30067
678.558.3177

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Daniel W Matthews

Kerrville, TX

2015-03-26

I am government research victim

Melanie Vritschan

Brussels, Belgium

2015-04-30

Enough of the medical tortured crimes committed against tens of thousands of
innocent citizens around the world.

Alessandra cecchini

Milan, Italy

2015-04-30

Because I am a victim of electronic torture

Thomas Wassermann

Germany

2015-04-30

Die anhaltende Täuschung der Masse zur Aufrechterhaltung eines weltweiten
Scheinsystems führt einer HUMANITÄREN KATASTROPHE!

Mojmir Babacek

Prague, Czech Republic

2015-04-30

I am aware that those highly undemocratic technologies are subject to national
security information laws

Mariana Hidzheva

Petrich, Bulgaria

2015-04-30

I am a victim

mariangela massari

Rimini, Italy

2015-05-01

dopo 2 TSO nn posso nn firmare!

Stasia Bliss

Clackamas, OR

2015-05-01

It is an outrage to falsely diagnose someone and then submit them to what
could not be called anything other than "cruel and unusual punishment"

marcel Putz

hyllestad, Norway

2015-05-01

I'm signing because i'am Ti!

Peter Mooring

Hoogerheide,

2015-05-01

<a href="http://www.stopeg.com" rel="nofollow">http://www.stopeg.com</a>

2015-05-01

Je suis un sujet Monarch 1968 de la Scientology americaine, je ne suis pas

Netherlands, AA
anne JULIEN

France

consentante, mes parents ne l ont jamais ete.Je combat la scientology Monroe
et autres Brevets u.s.
xenia barradas

Portugal

2015-05-01

im a high value target

stephane Lucheri

Palavas les flots, France

2015-05-01

je signe contre l'inhumanité de ceux qui ont le pouvoir

Janne Olene Espedal

Time, Norway

2015-05-01

Ich werde auf elektronische Waffen freigelegt werden. Vibrieren und ich bin oft
müde und habe Schmerzen in den Beinen, Bauch und Rücken.

marcel bos

wateringen, Netherlands

2015-05-01

I am 11 years victim

Jennifer Warg

Bensalem, PA

2015-05-02

i have been a targete iindividual.

Kimberly Loftis

Sanford, NC

2015-05-02

I'm signing because I'm a targeted individual and know a lot of this has been
done to me.

David Baker

Louisville, KY

2015-05-02

Is psychiatry supposed to heal the human mind or damage it? What has this
world become?

Agata Walczak

Warszawa, Poland

2015-05-03

I subscribe because I am with others victim of mind control in Poland. In
Poland, psychiatrists often stop a person without consent in the hospital and
falsify diagnosis. They lie, they are not carried out such experiments as medical
and psychiatric treatment psychotropowe.Badanie use is based on a brief
conversation with a psychiatrist. People who report psychiatrists that are
victims of mind control experiments are not performing other tests.
Ja podpisuję ponieważ jestem wraz z innymi osobami ofiarą kontroli umysłu w
Polsce. W Polsce psychiatrzy często zatrzymują takie osoby bez zgody w
szpitalu i fałszują diagnozę. Kłamią, że nie są wykonywane takie eksperymenty
medyczne i jako leczenie stosują psychotropowe.Badanie psychiatryczne
polega na krótkiej rozmowie z psychiatrą. Ludziom, którzy zgłaszają
psychiatrom, że są ofiarami eksperymentu kontroli umysłu nie są wykonywane
żadne inne badania.

Damian Żurawski

Toruń, Poland

2015-05-03

STOP GLOBAL WAR PSYCHOTRONIC

Paweł Kurdej

Leeds, United Kingdom

2015-05-03

I have mind control in leeds

Sebastian Płachta

Miastko, Poland

2015-05-03

Ofiara mind control

Name

Location
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Comment

Tomasz Bieniek

WROCŁAW, Poland

2015-05-04

I m Targeted Individual from Poland. My blog <a
href="https://tomekbieniek.wordpress.com/"
rel="nofollow">https://tomekbieniek.wordpress.com/</a>

Eileen Coles

Glen Cove, NY

2015-05-04

I received a threat from a doctor who does not know me personally and who
does not live near me that he would attempt to diagnose and commit me. He
mentioned a specific so-called anti-psychotic drug that essentially turns a
person into a zombie. People who are entrusted with medical care for people
who are genuinely ill should not be permitted to make such threats against
others who they might get into arguments with on the internet, get into
accidents with while driving or have other personal issues with. There needs to
be oversight to prevent this type of abuse.

Melinda Czarnyszka

West Allis, WI

2015-05-04

Im a victim of government torture and harassment! Im an innocent victim!! Stop
stop stop!
DISABILITY: POST TRAUMA STRESS DOMESTIC TERRORISM CYBER
ATTACK SURFACE STALKING VIA QUANTUM SERVERS AND GOOGLE
CLOUD OPPRESSION POLITICAL AND MEDICAL RECORDS TAMPERING
NUCLEAR AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS TESTING TO CAUSE ONGOING
CALCULATED LOSS, ILLNESS, INJURY, DEATH OR ENJOIN IN
SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION AND AID IN MUTINY.
IMPOSED POVERTY BY EXTREMIST HATE GROUP NATIONAL SOCIALIST
MOVEMENT MILLENIUMGROUP COUP (SERIAL RUSSELL/JOHNSON
FAMILY). PRISON PLANET SYSTEM
THE STATEMENT CIRCUMVENTS MORE STALKING FROM THE
PROGRAMS IN THE AREA AND MY REFERAL IS YOUR PSYCHIATRIC
REFERENCE.

BARBARA GRANTHAM

JACKSONVILLE, FL

2015-05-05

this is a gross infringement on contstitutional rights

Kamil Mamedov

London, United Kingdom

2015-05-05

I am standing against electronic harassment and mind control programms.

Tero Parkkonen

Jyväskylä, Finland

2015-05-05

Mind Control is an serious problem and with the use of military "non-lethal"
weapons people will get ill or get killed by government, or for example cancer
or suicide. I want people to get justice that they deserve and this kind of torture
as one of MKULTRA's experiments like Mind Control WILL get harmful results
in the future. Think about your children! If you want them to live their lives as
normal human beings, this kind of behavior shouldn´t be tolerated and should
be to stop A.S.A.P. Thank you!

toni skarp

jönköping, Sweden

2015-05-05

iam a target

amanda rausch

Pomona, CA

2015-05-06

I believe

Ryan O'Malley

Kankakee, IL

2015-05-06

Victim of human rights abuses by corporate/police interests. United States
F.B.I./Telenetwork Inc.

Gay Lee

Dunn, NC

2015-05-06

I am a target of this illegal electronic harassment and electronic mind control

geral sosbee

harlingen, TX

2016-07-26

Corruption in USA is rampid and in some instances evil.
<a href="http://www.sosbeevfbi.com/part20-updatefor.html"
rel="nofollow">http://www.sosbeevfbi.com/part20-updatefor.html</a>
Geral Sosbee, Attorney
Texas State Bar # 18855625

K. M. Stewart

Tallahassee, FL

2016-07-26

I know the phenomenon of fraudulent psychiatric misdiagnosis as retaliation is
growing. Mentally ill so-called mental health professionals are selling their
services to powerful corrupt entities.
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richard allen mills jr

Florence, AZ

2016-07-26

<a href="http://govharass.rallycongress.com/2367/tell-congress-to-stopdirected-energy-weapon-attacks-covert-surve/?src=widget"
rel="nofollow">http://govharass.rallycongress.com/2367/tell-congress-to-stopdirected-energy-weapon-attacks-covert-surve/?src=widget</a>
up to 2050 letters sent to help end so many peoples nightmares please help

Maja Mastroic

Zagreb, Croatia

2016-07-26

I am TI and for all the others, and to stop this criminal.

Bobby Vincent

Commerce, OK

2016-07-26

A gang stalking group of in mature non credentialed adults, who are felons at
Kalaheo, operating fake software and abusing national security hardware. No
justification or criminal records for my SSN, is a waste of state of Hawaii and
county of Kaua'i, city of Oahu; time and costs to monitor and surveillance. V2K
operations need professional oversight and new bio ethics hearings are urgent,
now. Hawaiians and other at GPS Kalaheo Kaneholani Phil, who impersonated
FBI Missouri and NSA officers and other world leaders, including Vladimir Putin
and his wife. This GPS hardware describes a obvious national and global
security threat, by "Phil Kaneholanis family, Shawn and Marylin, at Kalaheo
only. The hardware and software is also a local threat to Kaua'i county, the
group there acting similar to ISIS, and combine witchcraft spells to harass there
own island county and state offices, and authorities there. RVL

jeremiah ivie

chula vista, CA

2016-07-26

This is a reality!! please help

Francesca Pavoni

Italy

2016-07-27

Francesca Pavoni

Sharon Prior

Australia

2016-07-28

This is unacceptable.

Prince David

Atlanta, GA

2016-07-30

I am serious victim of these covert criminal weapons as I am writing. My
contacts is 024-190-7371 (Ghana) dial 011-233-241907371 from overseas.

Jessica Fenderbosch

Streetsboro, OH

2016-08-11

It happened to me via the Cleveland Clinic and that is enough said.

Michelle Kleemann

Søndeborg, Denmark

2016-08-16

I am a victim of torture in psychiatry
Timeline for intentional malpractis uploaded on my website; page My human
rights case <a href="http://www.prophetpopessmichelle.one"
rel="nofollow">www.prophetpopessmichelle.one</a>
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C.K. Cheung

Kln./Hk, HI

2016-09-03

'EMF-BRAIN-INTERFACES-TECHNOLOGIES' Transmittings oriented to
DISORIENTED ALL the COMPASS in the city hk with degrees due to the
Abnormal EMR-Magnetized Power Effects.
DEAF can HEAR Voices-speeches & BLIND can SEE EMR-Images insides
their BRAIN VIOLENTLY with No-Reasons in anywhere of the hk city.
THE Phenomenon of 'INHUMANE-MURDERS-SUICIDES' are HAPPENINGS
all around the worlds and found the 'NEUROSciences Radiating Technologies'
as CAUSES.
THANKS for let me to Advocates the Advancings NEUROSciences Radiating
Technologies in 'ELECTRO-NeuralRECircuitry' Peoples BRAIN-MINDSHEALTH and with Noxious Effects over the SOCIETY-POPULATION and
Environmental-Goods and with Next Generation and the persistent
Depredations of HUMANITIES.
I AM an 'Electro-Brain-Interfaces-Targeted' Technologies-victims in HK.
#TargtedIndividuals. ALSO Coined 'MAN-MADE-MENTAL-HEALTH-ILLPERSONS'.
THANKS to ALL TIs advocacy around the worlds and Hope ALL in Health and
Keep-On always. Thanks much and thanks again. Thanks.

Dorothy Withers

Lansing, MI

2016-09-04

I have been falsely accused of being mentally unstable.

demetrius gray

Abbeville, SC

2016-09-05

I am a victim, and no one wants to help, here in lil ol south Carolina!

Jeff Coats

Moody, AL

2016-10-16

I am a targeted individual for 20 months now and knowing the perps
responsible. 24 7 electronic torture.

And no help from the authorities that

be
Eric Sanders

Lexington, KY

2016-11-26

I am a victim

Bruce Pennnington jr.

Wichita, KS

2016-12-10

I have been being experimented on and tortured for almost 2 years via micro
bio implants.

Jason Pinsent

Kelowna, Canada

2017-01-04

This IS going on and most the world, our corrupt evil gangstalking, RNM control
system is torturing those who have a heart and are brave enough to stand for
what GOD's love represents..

Robert Farebrother

Cranston, RI

2017-01-05

I am a victim of remote neural monitoring.

Mona Fourdyce

Wellington, OH

2017-01-06

I'm a victim

Kevin Legrismith

Fairbanks, AK

2017-01-09

I object to forced psychiatry due to personal endurance of it.

Ronda Marsh

Chase, MI

2017-01-11

Its wrong to do no matter the lables or financial status of a human being. Its in
humane and cruel.

Spencer Carter

Fort Worth, TX

2017-01-18

Thanks, you can learn more about these abuses at <a
href="http://www.BiggerThanSnowden.com"
rel="nofollow">www.BiggerThanSnowden.com</a>

Praveen Kumar U

India

2017-02-08

I am one of the victim of such false diagnosis
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Joshua Emerson

Jacksonville, TX

2017-02-10

I'm signing this petition because I think it is saying we should not call each
other insane anymore.
Borrowed from Shakespeare:
What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason, how infinite in faculty! In
form and moving how express and admirable! In action how like an Angel! in
apprehension how like a [G]od!
I feel this ->includes&lt;- all life in the Universe!

robert gyr

Jennings, FL

2017-02-12

Stop this criminal activity.

